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DAYTIME PROGRAMMING 
 

**ONGOING SERIES** 
 

Transformers: Rescue Bots Academy (Season 2) 
Series Airs Saturdays at 9a/8c 
TV-Y 
Hot Shot, Whirl, Medix and the rest of the Rescue Bots Academy team are back to take on bigger missions – 
and this time partnering with their teachers Optimus Prime, Heatwave, Chase and Boulder! These first-class 
heroes are graduating to adventures beyond what their school training has taught them, and the lessons and 
fun will continue as the former recruits perform their rescue missions in their all new alt modes! 

• Mul-T-Change of Pace/Five Little Rescue Bots premieres Saturday, June 6 at 9a/8c 
When Hot Shot is told his Mul-T-Cog can be used to Mul-T-Change, he has to learn that the key to 
making that happen isn't all about himself. Whirl's power of observation is tested when the rescue 
bots disappear one by one on a training exercise. 

• Good Advice/Campfire Fright premieres Saturday, June 20 at 9a/8c 
After a smug string of handing out sage advice to his fellow Bots, Medix is now faced with the 
dilemma of having to listen to his own "simple" words of wisdom. After accidentally setting Uncle 
Ratchet's Spider-Bot probes free, Medix takes it upon himself to quickly and quietly clean up the 
mess before anyone finds out. Cody takes the recruits on a camping trip. When he tells them a 
spooky campfire tale, Hot Shot gets spooked. When they return to the Academy, Hot Shot hears 
strange sounds and comes to the conclusion that the 'Zombie Ghost Bear' has followed them back 
home. 

• Mid-Season Finale: Small Cogs/Big Wheels premieres Saturday, June 27 at 9a/8c  
The recruits are all excited about getting their new Mul-T-Cogs - a little too excited, as Hot Shot 
convinces them to take them before they're ready, leading to big problems. As the recruits face 
some big decisions about their new Mul-T-Cog vehicle forms, Hot Shot must decide what's really 
important to his rescue work. 

 

PRIMETIME PROGRAMMING 
 

**ONGOING SERIES** 
 

Extreme Makeover: Home Edition 
Series Airs Sundays at 7/6c 
TV-G 
The original EXTREME MAKEOVER: HOME EDITION makes its way to Discovery Family Channel. Hosted by Ty 
Pennington, Extreme Makeover: Home Edition provides home improvements for less fortunate families and 
community schools. 

• The Kibe Family premieres Sunday, June 7 at 7/6c 
A farmhouse is rebuilt in Tama County, Iowa, for the Kibes, who lost their home in a fire only days 
before Christmas and have been living in a camper on the property. 

• The Farina Family premieres Sunday, June 7 at 8/7c 
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A 135-year-old farmhouse is renovated for a family with a young mother who has breast cancer. 

• The Koepke Family premieres Sunday, June 7 at 9/8c 
A home is renovated for the Koepkes in Wisconsin, who recently lost their father to cancer. 

• The Pauni Family premieres Sunday, June 7 at 10/9c 
A home is renovated for a family from Tonga that is headed by a widow with nine children. The 
father tragically passed away from a heart attack. 

• The Fullerton-Machacek Family premieres Sunday, June 14 at 7/6c 
A home is built for a couple with five children from previous relationships. The seven are currently 
divided between an unsafe house and a cramped apartment. During the construction, the family 
vacation in Paris, where the couple marry on a boat cruise on the Seine River. 

• The Noyola Family premieres Sunday, June 14 at 8/7c 
A rodent-infested, unlivable home owned by a family headed by community leaders is rebuilt by Ty 
and the team. The Noyolas have been living in the attic of a grandmother's home, which is also 
revamped. 

• The Riggins Family premieres Sunday, June 14 at 9/8c 
A couple who has served their community for 15 years with a center for disadvantaged parents and 
children have their home renovated by Ty and his team. The house fell into disrepair after the wife 
had several surgeries and the medical bills piled up. 

• The O’Donnell Family premieres Sunday, June 14 at 10/9c 
Foreclosure looms for a family with six children, five of whom are autistic, so a home is built for 
them that's suited to the children's special needs. Trace Adkins performs at a benefit for the family. 

• The Novak premieres Sunday, June 21 at 7/6c 
Jeff Novak recently became a single dad after his wife passed away unexpectedly and now needs 
help raising his three daughters. The Novak family is given an extreme home makeover. 

• The Westbrook Family premieres Sunday, June 21 at 8/7c 
The Westbrooks, a family struck by two separate tragedies, have their home rebuilt by Ty and the 
team. Father Gene was wounded and left paralyzed in the Iraq War. A year later, a traffic accident 
left his son, James, paralyzed and other family members injured. Ty and the team make their home 
wheelchair accessible. 

• The Marrero Family premieres Sunday, June 21 at 9/8c 
A single father who kept his five sons out of gangs, despite their crime-ridden neighborhood, 
receives a newly constructed home. The family is also given a vacation to Spain. 

• The Hill Family premieres Sunday, June 21 at 10/9c 
A man who's been training disadvantaged children to box for 10 years and paying all the expenses 
himself has his family's 200-year-old farmhouse torn down and replaced by a new home and a 
boxing gym to help more kids in need. The family vacations in Cancun while the work is done. 

• The Tate Family premieres Sunday, June 28 at 7/6c 
A couple whose house was destroyed by a small plane crash have a new home built by Ty and his 
team while they vacation in Costa Rica. 

 

Yard Crashers 
Series Airs Mondays at 7/6c 
TV-G 
In YARD CRASHERS, expert Chris Lambton waits at stores looking for the perfect weekend warriors who could 
definitely use his help. Once he finds his target, Chris and his team follow the surprised shoppers home and 
completely transform their yards. 

• Private Dining Patio premieres Monday, June 1 at 7/6c 
Nashville homeowners have no idea how to tackle their steep yard until Matt finds them and 
transforms the space into a traditional English garden. He gives them privacy by building a lattice 
fence alongside the public pathway, then levels the yard and lays a stone patio complete with 
sitting walls and a fire pit. 

• Modern Zen Fusion premieres Monday, June 1 at 7:30/6:30c 
Professional homeowners are dismayed with what to do with their empty yard. Matt transforms it 
into a modern fusion of art and Asian style with a redwood pergola with slanted louvers for optimal 
shade, a one-of-a-kind outdoor kitchen and salvaged tree timbers flooring. 

• Modern Urban Oasis premieres Monday, June 1 at 8/7c 
Restaurateurs are overwhelmed with their overgrown tiny space until Matt and his crew come to 
their rescue. He helps to make this small, unusable space functional with a redwood retractable 
dining table, a modern water feature and floating wooden benches surrounded by dense plantings.  

• Beach Resort Backyard premieres Monday, June 1 at 8:30/7:30c 
Roommates are tired of their boring yard that's bare except for a hammock. They're looking for a 
fun yard that reflects their personalities, and Matt and his crew deliver! He elongates the sad patio 
pad by building a wood deck over it and improves the flow of the yard by adding a palapa as the 



 

gathering space and a hanging bed as the relaxing area. 

• Open and Airy Sanctuary premieres Monday, June 8 at 7/6c 
Two veterinarians have ignored their backyard due to an expansive home remodel and it's become 
cluttered and overgrown. Matt comes in and cleans it out, trims it back and builds an organized 
space for entertaining. 

• Charming Southern Retreat premieres Monday, June 8 at 7:30/6:30c 
A large overgrown tree in the middle of these homeowners' backyard makes this space unusable. 
Matt and his team crash into the yard like a Texas stampede to clear out the space and start anew. 
First up, an extra-large cedar pergola skirted by a curvy deck brings back major style and function to 
this neglected yard. The homeowners' love of outdoor cooking inspires Matt to roll in a massive 
Texas-style smoker framed by arbors, defining a more upscale entrance to the space. 

• Eclectic Dining Space premieres Monday, June 8 at 8/7c 
A Houston couple's backyard is a barren wasteland and the only ones who venture out there are 
their two dogs. With the mild climate, this couple yearns for a space to entertain and dine outside, 
but they want it to reflect their funky personalities. Matt takes the challenge and delivers an 
elegant space with eclectic overtones. 

• Rustic in the Redwoods premieres Monday, June 8 at 8:30/7:30c 
A Sierra foothills yard is plain, boring and doesn't reflect the beautiful environment around it. Matt 
transforms it to reflect its surroundings by building a redwood deck and pergola with cooking space 
and a dining area. 

• Rustic Outdoor Kitchen premieres Monday, June 15 at 7/6c 
A fireman's large yard is desolate. He begs Matt for a space he can cook and entertain in and Matt 
delivers! He runs with a design that is rustic and reclaimed with a big boulder fire pit, a tall water 
wall with arcing water and a huge outdoor kitchen faced in reclaimed wood and covered with a 
redwood arbor. 

• Rustic Country premieres Monday, June 15 at 7:30/6:30c 
A shabby backyard is transformed into a woodsy retreat with a natural waterfall and pond, a 
country outdoor kitchen and a natural flagstone patio with a fire pit. Distressed redwood shutters 
and window boxes are customized, and new sod is installed with lavish plantings of redwood trees 
around the perimeter of the yard. 

• Vintage Hillside premieres Monday, June 15 at 8/7c 
A backyard with an ugly, steep hillside gets some character when a pergola topped with laser cut 
metal panels is added, along with an elevated patio that houses a vintage-inspired fire pit. In 
addition, the desolate hill is transformed into a lush area with large trees, grasses and colorful 
annuals. A waterfall cascades down the hillside from a couple antique oil jugs and a dining area and 
new smoker with custom surround are added. 

• Floating Zen Table premieres Monday, June 15 at 8:30/7:30c 
A blank slate backyard gets a taste of Asian flair with layers of redwood decks with a cool lounge 
fire pit area and a one-of-a-kind floating table with a specialty wood countertop. A synthetic lawn 
and horseshoe pit with custom-made backstop bars on either side, a tranquil basalt water feature 
and dry streambed and Asian inspired plants throughout the yard complete the transformation. 

• Rustic Farmhouse Chic premieres Monday, June 22 at 7/6c 
An unusable farmhouse style backyard gets a rustic country makeover, which includes a wooden 
stoop with a custom doggie door, a farmhouse table with arbor and a one-of-a-kind branch 
chandelier hanging from above. A quartzite stone patio with stepping-stones, a unique metal fire 
pit and a dilapidated vintage door is repurposed into an outdoor bar countertop. And finally, a 
corrugated metal water feature and new sod and plants surround the yard. 

• Outdoor Racing Room premieres Monday, June 22 at 7:30/6:30c 
Matt finds Charlotte, North Carolina's, biggest stock car fans and turns their boring back yard into 
an entertaining space inspired by their love of racing. Floor mats are laid out in a checkerboard 
pattern for the patio and an outdoor kitchen is added with a custom tool-chest barbecue along 
with a bar with a racetrack inspired concrete countertop. 

• Rustic Vinyl Lounge premieres Monday, June 22 at 8/7c 
An unusable farmhouse style backyard gets a rustic country makeover, which includes a wooden 
stoop with a custom doggie door, a farmhouse table with arbor and a one-of-a-kind branch 
chandelier hanging from above. 

• Hawaiian Paradise premieres Monday, June 22 at 8:30/7:30c 
Chris finds Sacramento homeowners who are desperate to overhaul their terribly overgrown messy 
back yard. They want a space with a Hawaiian vibe where they can cook and dine among tropical 
foliage. Chris steps up and delivers a space that includes a new deck with boardwalk leading out to 
a step-up concrete patio with a beautiful hanging rock water feature. 

• TBD premieres Monday, June 29 at 7/6c 
Please visit press.discovery.com/us/dfc for the latest updates. 



 

• TBD premieres Monday, June 29 at 7:30/6:30c 
Please visit press.discovery.com/us/dfc for the latest updates. 

• TBD premieres Monday, June 29 at 8/7c 
Please visit press.discovery.com/us/dfc for the latest updates. 

• TBD premieres Monday, June 29 at 8:30/7:30c 
Please visit press.discovery.com/us/dfc for the latest updates. 

 

Kid’s Baking Championship 
Series Airs Tuesdays at 7/6c 
TV-G 
After a nationwide search, eight kid bakers have emerged as contenders for the title of Kids Baking Champion. 
Hosts and judges Duff Goldman and Valerie Bertinelli lead these talented young bakers through tasty 
challenges designed to find the most impressive and creative baker. At stake, $10,000 in prize money. 

• Bake Sale premieres Tuesday, June 2 at 7/6c 
For this kickoff to the Kids Baking Championship, the kid bakers are hard at work to serve up two 
delicious signature items for a bake sale. Midway through the challenge, Duff and Valerie reveal 
that the kids must also make a third item using a classic childhood flavor combination. 

• Dessert Impostors premieres Tuesday, June 2 at 8/7c 
In this challenge, the kid bakers are asked to create dessert imposters -- a sweet treat 
masquerading as a savory item. How convincingly will the bakers be able to make delicious sweets 
that look like tacos and bagels? 

• Stuffed Puffs premieres Tuesday, June 2 at 9/8c 
The kid bakers are hard at work creating the dough and delicious fillings for their stuffed puffs, 
when Duff and Valerie announce a savory twist. 

• Celebration Cake premieres Tuesday, June 2 at 10/8c 
The four remaining kid bakers are tasked with a massive challenge for the finale: create a 
celebration cake for the moment they win, along with baked party gifts that complement their cake 
in flavor and design. Which finalist will become the Kids Baking Champion and take home the prize 
package that includes $10,000? 

• Pie a La Mode premieres Tuesday, June 9 at 7/6c 
For kickoff to the Kids Baking Championship, get ready to eat pies! For their first challenge, Valerie 
Bertinelli and Duff Goldman ask the 10 best kid bakers in the country to elevate classic pies to an 
art form, but what's pie without homemade ice cream? 

• Eclairs Gone Wild premieres Tuesday, June 9 at 8/7c 
Time to hop on the "Eclairis Wheel" as the nine remaining kid bakers take on a sweeping new trend 
in baking: the radically elevated and decorated eclair. This cream-filled challenge will test the young 
bakers to the max! 

• ‘Hot’ Chocolate premieres Tuesday, June 9 at 9/8c 
Valerie Bertinelli and Duff Goldman turn up the heat and ask the remaining eight bakers to 
incorporate chilies, peppers, cayenne and more into their chocolate creations. The kid bakers must 
balance the heat in their sweets, so that they showcase the flavor without overwhelming the 
judges' taste buds. 

• Macaron Stackaron premieres Tuesday, June 16 at 7/6c 
The French macaron is the new cupcake, so the seven remaining kid bakers must take on this 
extremely demanding dessert, producing three dozen colorful macarons and stacking them to at 
least five inches high. 

• Lunch Box Desserts premieres Tuesday, June 16 at 8/7c 
The six remaining kid bakers get creative as they invent lunch box desserts. The good news? 
Trading items is allowed. The bad news? Carrot sticks are tough to work into a dessert!  

• Candymonium premieres Tuesday, June 16 at 9/8c 
To celebrate candy in all its glory, the five remaining kid bakers must use three types of candy in a 
dessert but also keep it balanced, because it's a fine line between candymonium and candy 
overload! 

• Dessert Impostors 2.0 premieres Tuesday, June 23 at 8/7c 
The most beloved challenge from the first season of Kids Baking Championship is back with a twist. 
For dessert impostors 2.0, the four remaining kid bakers must make a dessert item that looks like a 
savory dish and also create a savory cupcake for "dessert." It's dinner in reverse!  

• Spring Break Cakes premieres Tuesday, June 23 at 9/8c 
In the final challenge, the three remaining kid bakers battle it out for the title of Kids Baking 
Champion while making spring break-themed cakes. Which baker will emerge the winner and take 
home $25,000? 

• TBD premieres Tuesday, June 30 at 8/7c 
Please visit press.discovery.com/us/dfc for the latest updates. 



 

• TBD premieres Tuesday, June 30 at 9/8c 
Please visit press.discovery.com/us/dfc for the latest updates. 

 

STUNTS 
 

Father’s Day Weekend 
Airs Father’s Day Weekend Saturday, June 9 & Saturday, June 10 starting at 3/2c 
Discovery Family Channel celebrates amazing dads from across the country this Father’s Day weekend 
beginning at 3/2c. On Saturday, Discovery Family highlights dads baking up fun with episodes of KIDS BBQ 
CHAMPIONSHIP, CAKE BOSS, BAKE IT LIKE BUDDY and BAKERY BOSS. On Sunday, witness the trials and 
triumphs of some of the strongest dads on the planet with an EXTREME MAKEOVER: HOME EDITION 
marathon. Contact Jared_Albert@discovery.com for the full schedule. 
 

Pony Palooza 
Airs Monday, June 8 – Sunday, June 14 
Discovery Family Channel features a week-long Pony Palooza event. From Monday to Friday starting at 2PM 
ET, viewers can catch iconic episodes from across the MY LITTLE PONY: FRIENDSHIP IS MAGIC and EQUESTRIA 
GIRLS franchises. A special Sing-A-Long Sunday featuring all new sing-a-long episodes from the ninth season of 
MY LITTLE PONY: FRIENDSHIP IS MAGIC kicks off Sunday to cap off the event. Contact 
Jared_Albert@discovery.com for the full schedule. 
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